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MINUTES OF THE C-FACULTY SENATORS COUNCIL MEETING OF NOVEMBER 12, 2020
The New York University Continuing Contract Faculty Senators Council (C-FSC) met at noon on Thursday,
November 12, 2020 via Zoom.
In attendance were Senators Abel-Bey, Barnes, Brar, De Bartolo, de Leon, Gelb, Gershman, Gold-Von Simson,
Illingworth, Jahangiri, Killilea, Kim, Latimer, Liston, Maier, Maynor, McCarty, Mitnick, Patterson, Renzi, Tourin,
Wang, White, and Youngerman and Alternate Senators Birdsall, Davis, Dickey, Ferguson, Hartsfield, Iams (for
Yuan), Keating, Kleinert, Morrison, Owens, Ritter, Sahin, Spivakovsky, Stevens, Sun, and Tyrell.

APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA
Upon a motion duly made and seconded, the meeting agenda was approved unanimously.

APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES
Upon a motion duly made and seconded, the minutes of the October 15, 2020 meeting were approved
unanimously.

REPORT FROM THE CHAIRPERSON
See attached Document A.
Discussion/Questions on Chair’s Report
Steering Committee (SC) Meeting with the Provost’s Office
Chairperson Youngerman reported on the discussion at the meeting regarding NYU Shanghai faculty members
concerns regarding returning to China in the spring semester. The issues they face include the possibility of
family separation upon re-entry to China if there is a positive COVID case in the family. In addition, there are
concerns about being able to travel outside China, particularly in emergency situations.
Global Network University Committee (GNU) Chair Ritter noted that the Provost sent a memo indicating they
would consider accommodations on a case by case basis.
Zoom Censorship
Youngerman reported on the SC’s memo to President Hamilton regarding the cancellation of the Zoom event
about censorship.
President Hamilton sent a response and the SC also discussed the issue in their meeting with the Provost
Office.
FTEE Committee Member Kleinert reported the Committee discussed drafting a statement on the importance of
academic freedom. He also noted the Joint Administration & Technology Committees developed guidelines
several years ago with respect to social media and third-party software in the classroom, including ethical
considerations about the right to privacy.
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Senate Executive Committee (SEC)
Youngerman reported the SEC discussed the improvements in student mental health services. This includes
lifting the 10-session limit on student therapy and setting up more immediate sessions during the wait time to
book a therapist.
Spring Calendar
The spring calendar has been revised, adding long weekends to replace the spring break that is cancelled due
to public health concerns. It is expected that faculty would treat these long weekends as they would spring break
and avoid assigning extra work, in order to offer a break and support the mental health of the community.
The Chair’s Report was accepted into the minutes.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
See attached Document B.
Discussion/Questions on the following submitted reports:
Faculty Benefits & Housing
In response to a Senator inquiring on the open enrollment deadline, Renzi noted while the University is
constrained by IRS deadlines, anyone who had an issue completing open enrollment should contact him ASAP.
Global Network University (GNU)
GNU Committee Chair Ritter reported on the Faculty Committee on NYU’s Global Network meeting. They
discussed the closure of the Liberal Studies (LS) First Year Program in Paris and also the forthcoming memo
from global outlining a vision on structural and programmatic changes across NYU.
Graduate Program Committee
Committee representative Sahin stated the degree proposal of MFA in Dance; Interdisciplinary Research. Tisch
School of Arts. Department of Dance was approved, with a start date of 2023 or 2024.
No Discussion/Questions on the following submitted reports:
Administration & Technology
Reports at Meeting:
Finance & Policy Planning
Committee Chair Patterson reported on the Senate Financial Affairs Committee meeting.
She confirmed there will be no annual merit increases. The Committee expects to soon receive information on
the Faculty Salary Studies from 2019-2020.
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Committee Chair Maynor noted the resolution for NYU to adopt an open access policy was presented at the TFSC meeting on October 22. The vote on the resolution will take place a later date.
The reports were accepted into the minutes.
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OLD BUSINESS
School of Professional Studies (SPS) Policy
The SPS Appointment, Reappointment, Promotion, and Grievance Policy for FTCCF is now posted on the
Provost’s website. The policy is effective as of November 1.
NYU Paris
Senator White reported on the closure of the Liberal Studies program for first-year students at NYU Paris. She
made inquiries into the status of re-opening, if the closure is due to the expense of the residence hall, and if the
faculty laid-off due to the closure can teach online courses. She advocated for a formal statement on this issue
from the C-FSC.

SPECIAL PRESENTATION
President Hamilton
See attached Document A.
President Hamilton first thanked the Council and faculty for their hard work and dedication during these
challenging, unprecedented times.
Chairperson Youngerman presented the Council’s questions.
COVID and Health-Related Questions: 1) Are there plans to make any outdoor space usable in winter months
(e.g. outdoor structures or space heaters as restaurants have been rolling out)? 2) As to health-questions,
colleagues ask us all the time about the role of NYU Langone in vaccine testing; often explicit in these questions
is a hope that NYU community members will ultimately have access to vaccines through this facet of our
institution. Can you speak to NYU and vaccines? 3) And in terms of mental-health of faculty: how will “[NYU] be
particularly attentive throughout the spring semester to issues of wellness, self-care, and stress relief for
students, faculty, and staff” (to quote your “A Look Ahead to Spring 2021” email of 20 October)?
Hamilton noted the tent on Gould Plaza, which will be used in the coming weeks for nasal swab testing. This is
in addition to the saliva testing, as another option particularly for the week before and after Thanksgiving.
He also reported there is a system of finding space in restaurants and other locales where students and faculty
can register for use.
In terms of the vaccine, Hamilton stated NYU Langone is one of the 10 major vaccine testing sites and they
have been carrying out clinical trials on the Pfizer and Moderna vaccine. NYU is setting up a vaccine distribution
task force. Once a safe vaccine has been developed, a plan will be devised on vaccinating the entire NYU
community.
Hamilton noted the focus on student as well as faculty wellness and mental health. The employee assistance
program, which has now shifted from Carebridge to Optimum, offers counseling options. The Provost Office is
working with the Work-Life Office to identify critical areas and create new initiatives related to child care,
including the COVID-19 Childcare Grant and the also the Bright Horizons Backup Care program.
COVID and Finance-Related Questions: 4) Our understanding is that OTPS reductions and other mitigation
efforts are successfully responding to the current COVID-19-related budget shortfalls. We’re grateful and
heartened by this. But we also hear anxieties from our colleagues. Were there to be further budget shortfalls
that would necessitate faculty line/salary cuts, can you speak to how faculty will be involved in those
conversations? Relatedly, have there been considerations around pay reductions to those making over a certain
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threshold in order to help avoid across the board cuts (which might disproportionately impact lower wage
colleagues)?, and 5) And in a related but fully separate question, can you speak to the overall philosophy of
organizing budget cuts in terms of the relationship between “NYU” and individual schools?
Hamilton stated that NYU’s budget has not been as badly affected by COVID as they feared it could
be. Mitigation steps have not involved layoffs or furloughs at the University level, although there have been a
small number of decisions in individual schools about terminating positions. New appointments and OTPS
expenses are significantly reduced and AMI will not happen this year. As budget issues are identified the Senate
Financial Affairs Committee will be involved in these discussions.
Regarding questions on pay reductions to those making over a certain threshold in order to help avoid across
the board cuts, the President noted that continues to be part of the severe mitigation strategy. Also, in this
scenario is 403(b) NYU contribution reduction or suspension. Hamilton remains hopeful that NYU will not have
to move towards this scenario.
COVID and Wider Questions: 6) We know that NYU leadership is in communication with university leaders
around the country-- and indeed around the Globe. So, a more reflective question: what have you learned from
Presidents of other universities? Are there other universities that you/we are particularly looking to, that may be
further down the line than us in any particular policies/procedures?
Hamilton stated NYU looked to peer institutions on the decision to pursue widespread testing. In terms of the
upcoming break, while some institutions chose to close post-Thanksgiving, NYU decided to remain open. He
NYU is a diverse community and many members do not celebrate the holiday and NYU has programs that
require an in-person presence, for clinical training in particular.
Varia: 7). There was a recent change to the CAS auditing policy that seems to have come from the Registrar's
office. Our understanding is that the change is that students must be officially enrolled in the course to audit and
pay for the course even though they will not receive credit. It seems that this was a University change that
happened in August. We have questions about the content and the process of this change. Why was this
change made? Were faculty engaged in this process? How has it been communicated to faculty?
Vice Provost for Undergraduate Academic Affairs Dopico clarified this is not a new policy, however it has not
been uniformly implemented. Over the summer, the registrar's office received a number of questions from
schools about how auditing would work given social distancing requirements in classrooms and need for access
to Zoom and NYU Classes sites. In response, the registrar's office responded with this formal auditing process
in order to ensure that auditors could have access to in-person classes and be added to technology platforms.
She noted they are working with the registrar to ensure there are no additional costs to students associated with
formally auditing.
NYU Paris
Senator White reported on a petition signed by over 1,000 faculty members, as well as students, asking that the
University reconsider the decision to lay off five faculty members at NYU Paris.
Hamilton responded he will transmit this petition to the leadership in Liberal Studies and NYU Paris. He stated
this is an extraordinary time with serious budget impacts on the University. NYU has been able to avoid
University-wide layoffs, but is not entirely immune to layoffs in some areas of the University.
He noted the first year LS program Paris has been under budget pressure for some time, and there is a balance
of many factors that go into these decisions.
COVID and Wider Questions: 8) Can you share anything about how the relationship between NYU and New
York State has been playing out recently?
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Hamilton stated the University has been working closely with the state and monitoring the New York State
threshold for temporary suspension of in-person classes, which is 100 cases or a positive test rate of 5% or
greater within a 14-day period. He stated when NYU hit the 100 cases mark, he spoke to Governor Cuomo to
assure him of NYU’s commitment to widespread testing. Also due to NYU’s size this represents a low overall
positivity rate. As such, the State advised the University did not have to pivot to remote instruction.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 2:00 PM.
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NYU Full-Time Continuing Contract Faculty Senators Council (C-FSC)
Report of the Chairperson – Ethan Youngerman, NYU FAS
Report as of November 9, 2020

1. Senate Executive Committee Meetings Friday, October 16th/Thursday, October 22nd
a. The SEC held an irregularly scheduled meeting to think about potential revisions
to the proposal for the COVID-changed Spring semester calendar. The inclusion
of two extra days off was framed as a compromise for those who were concerned
about the mental health of students, faculty, and staff if Spring break were to be
cancelled and the semester were to have no breaks after President’s Day.
Although not required for action by the University Senate, the SEC endorsed the
revision to the original SAAC proposal.
b. The SEC held a regularly scheduled meeting the following week. In addition to
continued conversations re: academic calendar, the SEC received updates from
members of the administration. Dr. Carlo Ciotoli spoke to the continuing low
positivity rate of NYU’s COVID tests (excepting a small statistical bump from
one recent week which seemed to be an anomaly). In particular, he stressed that
their contact tracing team continued to be unable to link positive cases to each
other within the NYU community; this suggests to Dr. Ciotoli that NYU
community members are getting infected outside of the community (ie by going
to a restaurant) and are not, subsequently, infecting people within the community.
There was also a robust conversation led by Linda Mills about the need to support
wellness not only of students but also faculty and staff. Mills’ team is continuing
to spearhead this effort; anyone interested in being part of this work should just
reach out to the chair (Ethan) directly. Finally, logistics of the Spring were
touched upon: the move-in plans are still being finalized for the start of the Spring
semester; there are not yet plans for Commencement; etc….
2. Meeting with Vice Provost Gigi Dopico and Associate Vice Provost Ryan Poynter
(TFSC and CFSC chairs only), Monday November 2nd
a. Darcey Merritt (TFSC Chair) and Ethan Youngerman met with two members of
the Provost’s office. The purpose was initially to discuss Spring teaching
scheduling; it became about Spring teaching writ large. In particular, VP Dopico
noted that advisors across the university are advising students who are attending
remotely not to sign up for in person courses.
3. Steering Committee meeting with Provost’s Office (Tuesday, Nov. 10th)
a. A verbal report will be given at the CFSC meeting
4. Senate Executive Committee Meeting Thursday, Nov. 12th
a. A verbal report will be given at the CFSC meeting
5. Upcoming Meetings for the Semester
If you have any issues you would like to have discussed at any of the below meetings, please
forward your requests/comments to the Steering Committee at:
c-fsc-steering-committee-group@nyu.edu
a. C-FSC
i. C-FSC Council Meetings
1. Tuesday, December 1, 2020, 12:00 pm – 2:00 pm
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NYU Full-Time Continuing Contract Faculty Senators Council (C-FSC)
Report of the Chairperson – Ethan Youngerman, NYU FAS
Report as of November 9, 2020

b. C-FSC Steering Committee
i. C-FSC Steering Committee Meetings
1. TBD
ii. Meetings with the President
1. Tuesday, December 1st, 2020 4pm – 5pm
iii. Meetings with the Provost
1. Tuesday, November 10th
c. University Senate
i. Senate Meetings
1. Thursday, December 3, 2020, 9:00 am – 11:00 am
ii. Senate Executive Committee Meetings (Chair only)
1. Thursday, November 12, 11:00 am to 12:00 pm
iii. Senate Executive Committee Meetings w/ Board Executive Committee (Chair only)
1. Tuesday, December 8, 2020, 5:30 to 6:15 pm
2. Monday, April 12, 2021, 2:00 to 2:45 pm
Appendix A.
Inquiry about Zoom cancelling an event sent by CFSC Steering to President Hamilton and
Provost Fleming
Date: October 27, 2020
Memo to: Andrew D. Hamilton, President
Katherine Fleming, Provost
From: Ethan Youngerman, on behalf of the C-FSC Steering Committee
Chairperson, C-Faculty Senators Council A/Y 2020-21
Subject: C-FSC inquiry about Zoom cancelling an event
Dear President Hamilton and Provost Fleming:
We read with great concern the statement from our colleagues in the NYU chapter of the AAUP
regarding the cancelling of a zoom event about censorship.
We do not fully understand the situation; we would appreciate any clarity on this issue you can
provide. For instance, we would like to know how the monitoring/shutting of the event occurred?
We also don't know what explanation, if any, Zoom provided NYU (and how this conforms with
other precedents Zoom has set nationally)? We also don’t know what actions you have already
taken in response to this situation. And we don’t know how our agreement with Zoom does and
doesn’t cover these issues.
More broadly, we stand with our colleagues in defense of the principle of academic freedom.
And while we're grateful for the affordances that technology has offered us -- especially during
these past two semesters – we feel this event (as we currently understand it) underscores worries
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NYU Full-Time Continuing Contract Faculty Senators Council (C-FSC)
Report of the Chairperson – Ethan Youngerman, NYU FAS
Report as of November 9, 2020

about core NYU functions growing too dependent on specific technologies and individual
companies.
With concern,
C-FSC Steering Committee
Appendix B.
Questions sent to President Hamilton in advance of his visit to this CFSC meeting
President Hamilton,
Thank you for coming to our council meeting. Council members submitted questions and
concerns to the Steering Committee, which collated and curated the submissions into this agenda
for your visit. We look forward to speaking with you.
Respectfully,
CFSC Steering Committee
COVID and Finance-Related Questions
1. Our understanding is that OTPS reductions and other mitigation efforts are successfully
responding to the current COVID-19-related budget shortfalls. We’re grateful and heartened by
this. But we also hear anxieties from our colleagues. Were there to be further budget shortfalls
that would necessitate faculty line/salary cuts, can you speak to how faculty will be involved in
those conversations?
1a. Relatedly, have there been considerations around pay reductions to those making over
a certain threshold in order to help avoid across the board cuts (which might disproportionately
impact lower wage colleagues)?
2. And in a related but fully separate question, can you speak to the overall philosophy of
organizing budget cuts in terms of the relationship between “NYU” and individual schools?
COVID and Health-Related Questions
3. Are there plans to make any outdoor space usable in winter months (e.g. outdoor structures or
space heaters as restaurants have been rolling out)?
4. As to health-questions, colleagues ask us all the time about the role of NYU Langone in
vaccine testing; often explicit in these questions is a hope that NYU community members will
ultimately have access to vaccines through this facet of our institution. Can you speak to NYU
and vaccines?
5. And in terms of mental-health of faculty: how will “[NYU] be particularly attentive
throughout the spring semester to issues of wellness, self-care, and stress relief for students,
faculty, and staff” (to quote your “A Look Ahead to Spring 2021” email of 20 October)?
COVID and Wider Questions
6. We know that NYU leadership is in communication with university leaders around the country
-- and indeed around the Globe. So a more reflective question: what have you learned from
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Presidents of other universities? Are there other universities that you/we are particularly looking
to, that may be further down the line than us in any particular policies/procedures?
7. In a similar vein, can you share anything about how the relationship between NYU and New
York State has been playing out recently?
Varia
8. There was a recent change to the CAS auditing policy that seems to have come from the
Registrar's office. Our understanding is that the change is that students must be officially
enrolled in the course to audit and pay for the course even though they will not receive credit. It
seems that this was a University change that happened in August. We have questions about the
content and the process of this change.
8a. Why was this change made?
8b. Were faculty engaged in this process? How has it been communicated to faculty?
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The C-FSC Administration & Technology Committee Report
The C-FSC Administration and Technology Committee most recently prompted a request to the
council members to participate in a survey released by the NYU Web Presence teach regarding
‘NYU Mobile.’ This is an opportunity for faculty voice and be heard regarding ‘techno’ decisions
made at the University.
The issues of Academic Freedom and Zoom were discussed in detail at the FTEE meeting. The
FTEE will draft a statement regarding Academic Freedom to submit to President Hamilton and
Provost Fleming. It will furthermore reach out to the C-FSC and the T-FSC regarding
collaboration/support for a joint statement of purpose on Academic Freedom and Commercial
Internet services.
The implementation timeline of the Brightspace LMS has extended further into Spring/Summer
’21 overall for the University. Individual Schools, working with their respective tech/edtech
teams, are developing School centric timelines.
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Committee on Faculty Benefits and Housing
Report to the C-FSC meeting of November 12, 2020
Harry Chernoff, Chris Dickey, Michael Ferguson, Vittoria Flamini, Robin Mitnick
Vincent Renzi, chair

On October 28th, the Retirement Plan Investment Committee held a meeting to
review the final lineup of streamlined investment options, which I attended together with
representatives of the T-FSC and AMC. We are expecting final word from the
University on the implementation of the streamlining, which I expect will now be in
Spring 2021.
On October 29th, Chris Dickey, Michael Ferguson and I met with the AMC and
T-FSC benefits committees and with Patricia Halley, Assistant Vice President for Global
Benefits; and our account representatives from United Health Care: Janine Martin,
Senior Strategic Account Executive; Martin Sing, Director of General Management,
Consumer Services; and Eadie Gatti, Senior Field Account Manager.
On November 2nd, the University announced a new program of child care support
grants for families facing pandemic-related expenses. Grants will reimburse expenses up
to $1800, and a salary eligibility cap applies. See https://www.nyu.edu/faculty/worklife/child-care-and-schools/work-family-supports.html#childcaregrant.
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C-FSC GNU Committee
Regular meeting Oct. 2, 2020, 8:30 am ET
Meeting by Zoom
Report for C-FSC, submitted by committee chair, Jon Ritter
The committee approved the minutes of our October meeting, then discussed revisions
to the Shanghai Affordability Report; the closure of the Paris LS program; Shanghai
faculty concerns for the Spring semester; and the status of inclusion, diversity, and
equity in the global network.
Monika Lin presented a draft revision of the Shanghai Affordability Report. which now
focusses on discrepancies between housing support for Chinese Language Lecturers
and other faculty groups at NYU-SH. The Shanghai Faculty Council will review the
revised report and forward recommendations to our committee for our November
meeting.
The committee then discussed the closure of the LS Freshman Away program in Paris,
as well as the statement from the NYU Paris CSE and the petition currently circulating
among faculty. Jon Ritter reported that the Provost’s Faculty Committee on the GNU
has requested further information about the rationale for the program closing, faculty
consultation, and faculty reassignment or furlough. The committee awaits the response
from the Provost and will reconsider this issue in November.
The committee then considered faculty concerns brought to our attention about the
expectation that all faculty return to teach in-person in Shanghai for Spring 2021. In
particular, some wish to continue to teach remotely, given visa, immigration, and
quarantine requirements in China. After reviewing the Shanghai Provost’s Nov. 2 email
offering modifications on a case-by-case basis, the committee is cautiously optimistic
that the administration will accommodate faculty concerns. The committee will monitor
and follow up on faculty concerns at our next meeting. We understand that the C-FSC
Steering Committee will follow up on this with Provost Fleming.
The committee then discussed initiatives for inclusion and diversity in the Global
Network. Jon Ritter reported that Abu Dhabi has in place a number of resources, web
pages, and support for initiatives and programs similar to the structures in New York.
Shanghai has only a small, student-facing presence in this area, however. Committee
chair Ritter will contact the C-FSC committee on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion to
discuss collaboration to support program and initiatives in the GNU.
Members in attendance: Lauren Davis, Monika Lin, William Owens, Christopher
Packard, Jon Ritter, Xingyu Wang
Visitor: Agnes Tourin, C-FSC Steering Committee
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NYU GRADUATE PROGRAM COMMITTEE
NYU GPC met October 21, 2020.
The following proposal was presented for future approval:
Degree Proposal:

MFA in Dance; Interdisciplinary Research.
Tisch School of Arts. Department of Dance

It was approved.
Respectfully submitted.
Iskender Sahin
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C-FSC Finance & Policy Planning Committee
Report of Meeting Held Nov. 12, 2020
Submitted Nov. 24, 2020

The undersigned chair submits this report of the C-FSC Finance & Policy Planning Committee
(FPP) meeting held via Zoom on Nov. 12, 2020, at 11:00 am. Members attending: Chris Dickey,
Leila Jahangiri, Noelle Molé Liston, Sylvia Maier, Marlene McCarty, and Jon Ritter.
There was a general discussion of the role of the Committee and the Senate Financial Affairs
Committee (SFAC) in decisions relating to NYU global sites and portals and whether this
Committee did or should represent the interests of faculty at the global sites. The Committee
agreed to continue discussion of this topic and to get more information via the SFAC on the
status and number of faculty at the global sites and their salary and benefit structure.
The members who also serve on the SFAC reported that the equity and compression/inversion
studies were to be presented at the SFAC meeting to be held on Nov. 17, and the undersigned
chair agreed to remind the University facilitator of the SFAC that the studies should be provided
before the meeting.
They also reported that the University seemed to be seriously following up on the cost savings
and efficiency suggestions made by SFAC members over the summer.
The Committee discussed a variety of topics to put on the agenda of the SFAC, including a better
understanding of the plans for centralizing budget management. The Committee also discussed
the issues centralization could raise for various schools depending on what the plan actually is
and how it will be implemented.
SFAC members also reported that there will be no AMI and a possible hold on promotional
salary increases.

_Maria M. Patterson /s/___
Maria Patterson, Chair

